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“Learning is the Process whereby Knowledge
is created through The Transformation of Experience.”

Dear Parent
We, here at Mount Abu School,  are working hard every day to give our kids a top of the line education. It is with great pleasure 
and humility that we look forward to serving you  better. We are sure to have a spectacular time when each one of us unites 
around  common goals that  bind us together with a shared vision

Breaking away from industrial school mindset where individual potentials are often mapped with scores, we try to identify the 
individual’s strengths for constructive learning. An integrated approach is yet another endeavour of Mount Abu Public School 
which allows the Mapians to explore, gather, process and refine information in a purposeful and relevant learning.

The school nurtures the ideals of self-awareness, self-respect and set of values and beliefs to help them contribute for the 
welfare of the society.

Few gentle reminders:

• Ensure a smart turn out of your ward in winter uniform as it helps to build the confi dence of the child.
• Ensure English conversation at home to enhance child’s spoken skills.
• Healthy diet is a major concern at school, thus send one seasonal fruit everyday for the fruit break.
• Check almanac, day’s brief mail, Snap app, H.W message daily as it is the best medium for the school to communicate with the 

parents.
• Log on to the school website www.mountabuschool.com for latest information and happenings in the school.
• Help your child in preparing well for weekly observations.
So, we are back again with the latest updates of  our activities that took place in the month of September – October 2018. 

Jyoti Arora Gurpreet Kaur
Principal Coordinator



Orange Colour Day
Colours are the smiles of the nature, so is the colour Orange.

Orange is a dynamic colour that stimulates imagination and creativity.

On 22 October, Orange Colour Day was 
celebrated in Pre primary with great zeal and 
zest. Children learnt interesting facts about it.

Our little mapians were dressed in shades 
of vibrant orange colour, shining bright. A 
Blooming Ramp Show was organized in the 
school atrium where the kids dressed up in 
various orange characters/objects such as 
ball fi re vegetables, fruits etc showcased their 
Fashionatic talent. a ‘Show and Tell’ activity. 
They brought many objects like orange ball, 
orange, marigold, etc. The children spoke 
wonderful things in “Show and Tell” related to 
this colour.

The teachers collected the objects from the children and displayed them on a table and taught the names of the objects to 
the children and also introduced many other facts about them. Students were given a thorough understanding of the colour 
orange through diff erent activities, such as how to get this secondary colour by mixing two primary colours: red and yellow. 
The orange colour theme was carried out the whole week through diff erent activities and was interlinked with the subjects like 
Mathematics, English and EVS. Learning at Mount Abu Junior is always so-much-fun.

Hsffo!Dpmpvs!Ebz
A refreshing and revitalizing shade, Greenery is symbolic of new beginnings.

Green Day was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm in the Preschool

The students and teachers came to school dressed in pretty green attires 
and spread the message of being eco friendly.

The school garden was chosen for the beautiful green themed set up to 
acquaint kids with green colour and all the green objects from a child’s 
immediate surroundings were placed.

Students were taught the identifi cation and recognition of green fruits, 
vegetables, leaves and trees. Many activities and games pertaining to green 
colour were organised for the kids. Children brought green snacks and 
eatables in their lunch boxes. The classrooms were beautifully decorated 
with fl ash cards, balloons & green objects. Students came dressed up as live models of green objects such as raw mango, frog, 
grapes, capsicum and recited related rhymes. The teacher also explained the importance of medicinal plants that we get from 
the green world. Acts of green conveyed the message that we should not cut trees and plant more and more trees. Students 
were introduced to various shades of green such as aqua green, olive green, bottle green and parrot green. Quiz on green 
objects, games on green colour were organized throughout the day.



White Colour DayWhite Colour Day
White is the lightest color and is associated with light, goodness, innocence, purity and brilliance.

White color represents a successful beginning.

To infuse the concept of white colour to the YOUNG MAPIANS, A WHITE 
COLOUR Disneyland was created in the school ground. The aura of white sky 
and fairies created such an impact that kids enjoyed while walking through 
and seeing white coloured objects all around.

THE KIDS Sang WHITE COLOUR SONG AND Hiphopped holding the white 
coloured object in hand. They happily took the craft as a takeaway of day’s 
learning.

Grey Colour Day
Grey has the ability to create…legends…..

invisible visible

Grey colour magic was created by mixing black and 
white colour on the Grey Day celebration. Grey zone 
with diff erent objects, free hand drawing, painting 
with grey, sand pit etc were a part of teaching 
the concept which gave the hands on learning 
experience to kids.



Nanhe Kavi... Hindi Rhyme Recitation.....
Children participated enthusiastically in the Intra-class Hindi Recitation Competition held on 18th and 19th November. Children 
were adjudged on the basis of their actions, voice modulation and props.

The emotions and expressions of each child refl ected the beautiful creation. The kids presented the kavita on the stage and 
showcased their oratory skills. The props, as per the theme chosen, were the highlight of the show.

Swachta hi Sewa Hai... Ek Prayaas
Swatchta Pakhwada (Cleanliness Drive)

campaign was initiated at Mount Abu Junior from Sept 15 to Oct 3, 2018

The School Principal, Ms Jyoti Arora emphasised that cleanliness is next to 
godliness and it should be maintained not only in school but also in personal 
and social lifestyle. During the week long Swachhata Campaign, the various 
activities such as cleaning the classrooms. Poster Making, Cleanliness March, 
Plantation in the vicinity, Distribution of pamphlets, Nukkad Natak by Pre 
primary kids to bring awareness, Rhyme recitation Competition on the theme 
were in full swing The school Coordinator emphasized that the closing of Swachhata Hi Sewa (Cleanliness is Service) Campaign 
does not mean that Cleanliness Service is over, but further it should be the directed towards our daily life because “Swachhata 
Hi Sewa Hai”. 



Visit to Post Office
School educational trips enhance students’ learning experience by providing opportunities to participate in activities beyond 
their classroom teachings. We had such a learning opportunity by visiting the near by local post offi  ce in Rohini Sector 7. The 
children were excited to see how letters were stamped, sorted and put into diff erent pigeon holes as per the area they had 
to be delivered. The children were taken around to see various counters catering to the public service. It was a wonderful 
learning experience for the children to see how a post offi  ce functions as this means of communication is becoming ancient. 
The children saw a letter box – they posted small letters in it. They were happy to meet the postman and saw his shelf with loads 
of letters stacked for distribution

The trip was full of fun and excitement and great learning about the post offi  ce in today’s time of e-mails. As an educative and 
fun fi lled trip, it left a lasting impression on the young minds.

Gandhi Jayanti
“Peace is the most powerful weapon of mankind. 
It takes more courage to take a blow than to give 

one.”  Mahatma Gandhi.

To uphold the values of non violence, students of class Pre 

School and Pre Primary performed a fascinating dance 
on peace. Students also depicted the Dandi March Laying 
Stress on its Signifi cance. 
Followed by the rally using 
banners which conveyed the 
signifi cance of peace and 
non-violence throughout 
the country.  Teacher’s talk 
upheld the values of Gandhiji‘s 
teaching and highlighted 
the sacrifi ce he made for the 
country. The refl ection on 
Gandhiji and his values on 
peace was given by Students of 
Pre Primary



Hear me Out...... Show 'n' Tell Competition
To gain confi dence and improve the speaking skills and enhance vocabulary, a 

thematic Show ‘n’ 
tell Competition 
was conducted 
for Preschool on 
Favourite Fruit and 
Favourite Animal for 
Preprimary kids.

The kids described 
the object and 
expressed their 
liking of fruits 
and animals very 
confi dently

The articulated 
presentation of kids 
was worth praising.

World Peace Day
World peace day was celebrated to sensitize the children 

to strengthen ideas of peace and promote unity.

The special assembly started with the prayer”, followed by a pledge for peace. A student spoke on the importance of peace. 
Slokas of “Shanti” or Peace were chanted by the entire school. Students recited a poem on peace and this was followed by peace 
Dance. It ended with a talk by the Coordinator on the relevance of peace and non-violence in life

Students lined up for a Peace Rally with banners and posters prepared by them to disseminate the message of ‘Peace and 
Prosperity’ and universal values of ethics and discipline.




“Guru Brahma, Guru Vishnu, Guru Devo Maheshwara.

Guru Sakshath Parambrahma, Tasmai Shri GuraveNamaha.”

To mark the great Teacher & Philosopher, Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan’s Birthday, Teachers Day was celebrated at Mount Abu 
Junior with zeal and zest on September 5, 2018.

Students of Pre School Daff odil presented a special Assembly to show their love, respect, acknowledgement and recognition 
of the hard work put in by the teachers towards their development. The cultural show incorporated prayer, speech poems, 
songs, dance and drama There was an unusual excitement in the school atmosphere and love for their teacher oozed out. The 
assembly concluded with Coordinators talk emphasising that on this day we pay regards and gratitude to our teachers for 
guiding us as a torch bearer to grow further in our life and achieve our goals. She also acknowledged it as noble profession and 
that teachers are creators who create students as offi  cers, engineers, doctors and above all good human beings for the society.



Ramleela …….Ek Nataya RupantaranRamleela …….Ek Nataya Rupantaran
Mount Abu Junior presented the dramatic folk re enactment of the ancient Hindu 
epic … Ramleela …….Ek Nataya Rupantaran on October 13, 2018 with great 
fervor and devotion.

The celebration was presided by honourable Chief Guest, Mr. Ashutosh, Dean 
Examination, University of Delhi, our revered Chairman Shri D N Arora and Esteemed 
Managing Director Mr. Bharat Arora.

Principal Mrs. Jyoti Arora extended a warm welcome to all the dignitaries and parents/
grandparents present to witness the spectacular show of mythology, Ramayana to 
rejoice the festivity of Vijay Dashmi and celebrate the triumph of good over evil.

Madam Principal enunciated each virtue of Lord Rama…integrity, bravery, 
compassion, righteousness and gratitude to be embibed in each MAPian.

Parents encouraged our wonderful and confi dent performers with their applauds

Students were adorned in attractive outfi ts for the day to perform the great epic 
Ramayana wherein they were dressed up as lord Rama, Lakshman, Sita, Ravan, 
Jatayu, Vanar etc. The parents were delighted to see their children perform and were 
glad that they had learnt values which are the core of the Ramayana.

Principal applauded the eff orts of the, Junior coordinator, teachers and students in 
making the event a grand success.



Internationalism in Curriculum
Joy Ride Through Japan

 Ganesh Chaturthi
Ganesh Chaturthi, the birthday of Lord Ganesha, the son of Lord Shiva and Parvati was showcased through ceremonial depiction 
of dance drama, GANESHOTSAV celebrated through various dances and songs signifying the importance of Lord Vinayaka.

The opulence of this festivity echoed the environment at Mount Abu Junior.



 Clubs on the Go….
Happiness Club

Hip-Hop-Happy Time ... Tug of War

Health Club 
Sprouts Eating…….. Healthy Eating

Sports Club
Hopscotch…….. Fun Unlimited

Safety Club  
Road Safety



Inter School Competitions Results & Awards

Awards

Inter School Competition is a platform for the curious students who like to explore and showcase their talent. 
The students, Nehal & Shourya of Pre primary Blue Bells bagged the Ist position in the Ramp show Competition at 
Maxfort School, Rohini on 26.08.17. The students were praised for their confidence, stage presence and for doing 
justice to the given topic, “Rejoicing florets”. The children were rewarded with trophies and certificates for their 
excellent performance. It was indeed a great learning experience for children.

Kudos to the proud little learners for their exemplary performance at Inter School Events and for bringing laurels to the school 
& family.

School Competition Class Participants Result

Mother Divine Public School Fairy Tale Character Apple Blossom Ranya Bhagel Participation

Every month a student from every class is awarded this certificate on the basis of his/her performance 
in academics, discipline, smart turn out, participation, punctuality and work habits.

 Month PS ASTER PS DAFFODIL PS ROSE PS DAISY PS ORCHID PS TULIP

September Rudransh Chander Vivaan Singh Mehra Aashvi Shivansh Guglani Naisha Yashil Arora

October Mishka Gupta Kritika Rishu Jayesh Sharma Shrishti Vihaan Anand

PP REDCHARMS PP BLUE BELLS PP BUTTERCUPS PP PRIMROSE PP SUNFLOWER PP APPLE BLOSSOM

September Rithwik Mongia Aradhika Sharma Advika Negi Sunny Dogra Navya Jagriti

October Prabhaav Jha Nishkarsh Aadhya Gaur Samiksha Sharma Hridhaan Aditya

Every month a student from each class is awarded this certificate on the basis of understanding of 
the story book given for reading on weekends.

Month PS ASTER PS DAFFODIL PS ROSE PS DAISY PS ORCHID PS TULIP

September Saksham Kohli Kayna Khanna Aditi Tejas Prisha Raghav Sharma

October Ayush Tiwari Rayan Khan Devyansh Kanav Varmani Naman Bhatia Aaradhya Verma

PP REDCHARMS PP BLUE BELLS PP BUTTERCUPS PP PRIMROSE PP SUNFLOWER PP APPLE BLOSSOM

September Advika Mishra Jigyasa Aarush Bhardwaj Ahaan Arora Bhavyansh Prashant

October Arnav Mishra Unmukt Anand Avishi Giri Yuvraj Gandhi Kapish Jagriti

Student of the Month

Reader of the Month

Nanhe Kavi.... Hindi Recitation Competition

PS ASTER PS DAFFODIL PS ROSE PS DAISY PS ORCHID PS TULIP

Aradhak Kaul
Aaysh Tiwari

Myra Malik
Vivaan Goyal

Aanya
Rishu

Harsimar Bedi
Kanav Varmani

Prisha
Myra

Vaani Jain
Aadya Gupta

Gandharv Bisht
Jivika Jain

Vivaan Mehra
Rayan Khan

Mahi Shivansh Guglani Soham Aarav Bansal
Devanshi Dhingra

Kanika Semalti
Mishka Gupta

Mishika Sethi
Jaksh Arora

Aayush Kabeer Kataria Sarthak Hiya

Ritanya Anand
Satyendra Kaur

Nidish Bansal Aarshit Youvaan Kaavya Yashil Arora



PP RED CHARMS PP BLUE BELLS PP BUTTERCUPS PP PRIM ROSE PP SUNFLOWER PP APPLE BLOSSOM

Pratyush Aryaman
Chirag

Akshad
Hriday Mahajan

Vivaan Himaksh Prashant

Aarav Gupta Dhruv 
Kiyaara

Sayansh Bangari Tashi Kamya Kavyansh

Tanmay Eric
Anshika

Yashika Oberoi
Ravit Masani

Sunny Sarbjeet Luv

Ishaan Aradhika
Arnav Mehra

Dev
Devishi

Dikshay Yami Rudransh

Advik Gupta Disha Arora
Nishkarsh

Jiyansh
Medhansh

Ahaan Krish
Dhwani

Arslan

PS ASTER PS DAFFODIL PS ROSE PS DAISY PS ORCHID PS TULIP

Ritanya Anand Pari Goyal Ishaan Anvi Mitashi Yashil Arora

Jivika Jain Kritika Aanya Tejas Gupta Kaavya Vihaan Anand

Varenyam Mishra Vivaan Goyal Piyush Vanya Shrishti Subha Jain

Gandharv Bisht Aarav Bansal Mahi Atharv Gupta Naisha Shivanshi

Ananya Iyer Vivaan Mehra Satyam Kehkashan

PP RED CHARMS PP BLUE BELLS PP BUTTERCUPS PP PRIM ROSE PP SUNFLOWER PP APPLE BLOSSOM

Devansh Vats Anindita Aarush Ahaan Arora Krish Garg Rudhransh

Aarnav Gusain Arnav Kumar Jigyansh Anshul Singh Hridhaan Prashant

Ishita Aggarwal Supriti Devishi Samiksha Singh Dhwani Riyan

Vihaan Singh Jigyasa Aryansh Sanvi Kundra Kamya Mohd. Shoeb

Arya Singh Arihant Medhansh Taashi Gupta Radhika Arslan Ali

Class PS ASTER PS DAFFODIL PS ROSE PS DAISY PS ORCHID PS TULIP

October
Kanika Semalti Vivaan Goyal Aditi Harsimar Naisha Aaradhya

Aradhika Kaul Kayna Khanna Aanya Kanishka Prisha Vaani

Class PP RED CHARMS PP BLUE BELLS PP BUTTERCUPS PP PRIM ROSE PP SUNFLOWER PP APPLE BLOSSOM

September
Aditya Jain Chirag Aarush Ankit Checker Dhery Ranya Bhagel

Anahita Sharma Trajal Avishi Harshita Ananya Yashraj

October
Aaditya Krishna Eric Jiyansh Sana Salmani Yakshit

Aarav Gusain Aryaman Anmol Samiksha Sharma Kavyansh

“Sharing, caring and working together, helps to make the world a better place.”

Kind Request for the Safety & Security of the ChildrenKind Request for the Safety & Security of the Children
• Drop your ward in time i.e by 8 am at school gate.
• Do not send anything for the child after 8 am.
• Avoid sending a stranger to pick your ward.
• Always keep the school informed if a new person is sent 

to fetch the child. Send the person with Parent I Card and 
inform through Almanac note in advance.

• Always carry issued parent I Card when you come to school 
to pick your child.

• Avoid picking your child early for unnecessary reasons as it 
disturbs the school system. In such cases prefer to take a full 
day off.

• Inform the school in case route escort /driver/conductor is 
not performing duty as per rules.

• Discuss bad- good touch with the child. Guide the child 
not to accompany any stranger any time. To raise alarm 
whenever in danger.

• Ensure that the child’s is comfortable sharing his/her daily 
activities with you. Gain your ward’s confidence.

• Be alert, wise and patient as we are dealing with tender 
lives, they are watching & learning each moment.

Show & Tell Competition

Intra Class GK Quiz Competition


